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Listening to young people voice their cares and concerns is a potentially effective yet often
overlooked process in strengthening communities. Young people, with their eyes and ears to
the ground, have an enormous potential to shed light on many long-standing, pressing issues
such as impoverishment, low educational achievement and gangs facing many communities
throughout California.

Working with a multi-racial coalition of youth in West Sacramento, a community beset by
similar concerns, Youth Voices for Change has demonstrated that by providing young people
the tools, training and spaces to articulate their perspectives and visions for a better
tomorrow, communities can go a long way in identifying the core issues impacting young
people and the community in general. Moreover, Youth Voices for Change has found that by
involving youth as problem solvers in their community and listening to their concerns, young
people become increasingly invested in their environments and build pride and respect for
their larger surroundings. Whether youth are involved in cleaning up and beautifying a
senior citizen center or are integral to identifying meaningful as well as depressing blots on
their community, they can make a significant difference in motivating their peers and their
older counterparts as well as their political representatives to take action to protect and
improve their surroundings.

Tapping into the young people’s sense of “what works” and “what doesn’t work” for them and
their community is also a strategic approach of Youth Voices for Change because it allows
youth to communicate the best methods for attracting and maintaining young people’s
interest and commitment to their community. Often the biggest barrier to getting youth
involved and cultivating a sense of belonging is simply not knowing how to approach them and
not knowing what makes them tick. Yet, as most of us realize, integrating youth and seeing
the community through their eyes is only the beginning in bringing about structural change
that will, ultimately, bring about material and ideological change in their everyday lives,
whether in school, at home or at play. It is these goals Youth Voices for Change has adopted
in carrying out this project with young people in West Sacramento.
Miroslava Chavez-Garcia
Associate Professor, UC Davis

The Sactown Heroes, a youth group in West Sacramento, participated in the Youth Voices for Change
project. During this effort, they identified places in their community that they like and don't like with the
hope that their opinions will inform city leaders as they make decisions. The youth have included a
summary of those places here, along with recommendations of four areas where they think community
policies could have a big impact on the youth experience of West Sacramento. This comic book is intended
as a starting point for future discussions with the community's youth. It represents the views of the small
group involved in this effort and doesn't speak for all the youth of West Sacramento.
In early 2009, the Heroes began working with a group of UC Davis researchers to understand and
document what they think about growing up in West Sacramento. At weekly meetings, youth discussed
things in the community that they thought were helpful and supportive for young people and the places
that they like. Youth also talked about those things that aren't so good and that they would like to change.
With the intent of sharing their opinions with others, the Sactown Heroes took their UC Davis partners to
places around the community where they took photographs and made videos. The Heroes produced a
Google map of their ideas and hosted a public project exhibit and idea exchange at the West Sacramento
City Hall in June 2009.
Sactown Heroes is the youth component of the West
Sacramento Youth Resource Coalition, a group of
concerned community members seeking to provide a safe
place for youth and families, foster healthy development
and opportunities, and support youth in realizing their
potential. The Coalition receives funding from Sierra
Health Foundation. The Heroes participating in the Youth
Voices for Change community mapping project ranged in
age from 11 - 19. They live in many different
neighborhoods--Bryte, Broderick, Southport--and attend
many of the schools in West Sacramento. This comic book
shares the Heroes’ images, opinions and ideas for change
in their community.
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Bubbles are
all written
by youth

Captions are all written
by adult partners with
youth input.

The Rec center provides a place
to get exercise & have fun. it's
located on the river city high
school campus so it's very
convenient for older teens.
Some people
like to go to
the rec gym
and be fit.
It's Cheeep!

You can
climb the
rock wall
and not get
in trouble.
THe Rec Center has
a lot of fun
things to do!

We want a
healthy, clean
pooL. So let's
Maintain it!

Many youth like seeing their
friends at school, but they
also want to learn and be
prepared for careers and
college.

here we have a lot of
space. we all have
our own place to
hang out!!

a place we can
have our lunch,
enjoying the
fresh air.

the new river city high school
is really nice and the
students are friendly.

i can't wait to
become a
student
here!!!!!

Stores give youth a safe
and comfortable place to
walk around with friends
or just hang out.

You can do your
grocery and
clothing shopping
all at once.

whenever i need
something i go to
target. Also, my friends
hang out there.

A lot of people go
shopping here.
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Places that welcome teens are
usually the places that are
liked the most.

And they give Teens
free food! Wahoo!!

The teen center is a great
place to hang out
because it gives us fun
things to do.

at THe town center plaza you
can sit with all your friends
and conversate and eat good
food and fro-Yo.

whitey's is a
really great
place to get food
with your family.

We come often to
go fishing over
here at the port.
It's pretty good.

There are many places to fish in
West Sac. some people think the fish
aren't very healthy from these
waters but just being at the river
with family or friends is important.

people can come out
here and have fun
fishing. THe water is
filled with Bass
& Blue Gill.

This is a special,
out of the way
area off River road
to go fishing with
My older brother.

Not all Teens skateboard, but
some have great memories of the
skatepark. Youth also realize that
some teens do things that they
shouldn't at the skatepark.

The skate park is a great
place to skate and hang out
with your friends.

guys!!! there are
scary homeless
people over here.
run!!

Some places along the river
feel very dangerous.

The boatramp
is dirty &
Gross and
The water is
filthy.

pshh!
No one Pays
Attention to the
signs.

no don't
swim, it's
dangerous!

Some youth think selected students
are treated unfairly and They don't
like the lunches. Also, many youth
think the community has a negative
perception of the yolo high school.

this lunch is
gross.

we need more
education and less
WORRYING ABOUT HOW
BAD THE KIDS ARE.

Discipline isn't fair. Teachers
often overreact.

there are many fast food
restaurants around--youth
need more healthy food
choices, too!
McDonald's has
tasty but
GREASY foodi

Eat them
sometimes.

Eat them!

IT'S bad for
your health and
your body.

Signs of homelessness and
vandalism make youth
concerned.

I see graffiti,
sleeping bags and
homeless people
in the 8th street
Alley.

THe bike lane on jefferson
blvd makes me feel like I'm
going to get hit by a truck!

It can be very difficult for
young people to get around
West Sacramento.

Unkempt places and places
where alcohol and cigarettes
are sold make some youth feel
uncomfortable.

Most of the time
It's really dirty
and unorganized.

Smoking is
a No, No!

They sell cigarettes.
It's pretty dirty;
it's also small.

Classes, discipline, teachers,
and school food should all be
changed and made better.
without students
you have no
school...

So you should
treat us better.

More support is needed
for those who are
trying to learn.

lunch period is
too short no time for
talking to
friends.

getting around the community
can be difficult -- sometimes
youth can't get to the places
they need to go to.
We need buses to
go more places
more often.

students
should be
able to use
transfers on
RT buses.

Buses need to be
cheaper for
students!

Businesses
should be
encouraged to
hire youth.

Youth need help getting
prepared for jobs -- classes
in school and part-time work
would be good.

There are many parks in
west Sacramento, but
there's not much for teens
to do at them.

We need activities
for different ages
at the parks.

the water play at
bridgeway is great. Let's
add the same at more
parks around town!

bigger swings for
older youth and adults
would be fun.

Graffiti and Trash are two things
around the community that make
teens think that people don't care.

I Want My
neighborhood to be
cleaner & Safer!

people
need to do
a better
job to keep
Evergreen
park clean!!

THere's too much
trash around the
city that people
don't pick up.

...And THere is
graffiti every
where.

They should
make a place
for people to
do graffiti.
Graffiti is a way for people
to express their feelings.
They should provide a legal
place to do graffiti.

Youth disagree on whether they like
the police or not. Some youth have
had bad experiences while others
think everyone should be grateful
for the difficult task they have.

Police Need to do a better
job making sure that youth
know the rules.

And there needs to
be consistency in
enforcing Rules.

Some youth think the police do
racial profiling. Everybody
should be treated the same.

Teens like to be active and have
things to do. They like places and
events where they can be with
friends, but also where they can be
with the entire community.

we want the
collings teen
center to be open
in the summer.

I wish we had more
community and Family
events.

We miss the 4th of july
bridgefest. Bring it Back!

Young people express a great deal
of concern for the less fortunate
in the community and think that
everyone needs to help.

Homeless people aren't bad,
they just need a place to
sleep.

We need more
shelters and
services and the
homeless need to
know about them.

Transportation

Community
pride

In reviewing the photographs and videos the
Heroes created during the Youth Voices for
Change project, four themes emerged that
capture the majority of teens' opinions and
ideas for the future. These themes –
transportation, community pride, education and
recreation – are discussed in the following
pages. The youth intend to share these
opinions and ideas with their City leaders in the
hope that they may inspire future planning and
policy decisions in West Sacramento. Although
each of these areas of concern warrant
additional research and community input in
conjunction with any comprehensive proposal
development, initial efforts to address these
concerns should be undertaken. As you will
see, the issues that youth have identified will
benefit the entire population of the City.

recreation

Education

The teen years represent a time of increased
independence and mobility for most youth. The stories of
the Sactown Heroes illustrate some of the issues that
youth face as they embark on navigating this new
freedom and responsibility. These issues include their
concerns regarding convenience and availability of
transportation options, the safety of routes and modes of
travel, and the quality of their experience. Growing up in
West Sacramento often means that youth rely on public
transportation, bicycles or walking to get around the
community. Therefore their comments tend to focus on
these modes of travel.
Many Heroes described their frustration with a lack of transportation options, particularly public buses.
The bus system provides adequate coverage to many of the places youth want to go, but the schedules
provide only hourly or peak-time service. The youth often have a tight schedule to get from school to
another activity, and if the bus schedule doesn’t align with theirs, they have to find another means to get
there. In addition, if a transfer between buses is required, the time to get somewhere is even greater. The
cost to ride the bus also makes it prohibitive for many youth.
When talking about their experiences in getting around West Sacramento, safety was a prominent concern.
For many elementary and junior high students, riding a bicycle or skateboarding is a typical way to get
around. Youth have to ride along existing roadways and often this means sharing the road with large
trucks and fast traffic. This experience is very intimidating and potentially dangerous. Youth think a
bicycle lane or pedestrian path network that would link neighborhoods with the schools, parks and shopping
areas would benefit young people as well as other residents.
Lastly, the quality of their transportation experience was
important to the youth. Whether describing their long wait for a
bus, bicycling on city streets or walking in their neighborhoods, the
Heroes voiced a desire to enjoy their experience. For many of the
youth, walking in West Sacramento can be an unpleasant
experience. When bicycling, they often travel along the same
routes as the cars and don’t like the noise and fumes. In addition,
the sidewalks are frequently in disrepair, narrow or missing. Since
taking the bus can take a long time and bicycling can be dangerous,
youth often walk great distances. A pedestrian system to link
where people live to where they want to go would be beneficial. In
addition, walking routes could be explored to allow access to the
natural areas around the community so that everyone could
experience the recreational and restorative benefits of walking.

Many of the things that emerged when the Heroes talked about what
they would like to see improved in West Sacramento focused on how
young people feel about the community and how they think the
community feels about youth. Items dealing with community upkeep
and appearance, opportunities for participation and the availability of
community services were all discussed. When looked at individually
these concerns and ideas may appear to have little in common with one
another, but they all contribute to a feeling of community pride.
Youth believe it is very important that people are proud of where they
grow up and live, and think that addressing these issues will help to
build a sense of pride for the entire West Sacramento population.
Just like most adults, young people want the community to look nice. A clean and well-maintained
appearance provides an indication that the citizens care about where they live. It also provides a signal to
youth that adults have invested time and effort to making the community nice. Unkempt alleyways, parks
and school grounds are disliked by youth. Graffiti, garbage and poor maintenance are not only unattractive,
but they make places seem less safe and infrequently used by others.
Many of the Heroes spoke about opportunities they have had for participating in community improvements
and events. They value and enjoy their involvement in hands-on efforts to beautify and improve West
Sacramento. More youth and the rest of the population could be encouraged to join in community service
activities. Along with these place-based projects, the youth would like to see more opportunities to join
with other community members in celebration. They enjoy meeting other people in the community and just
having fun. Several youth commented that there are not enough community-based events that are just for
the purpose of celebrating a special holiday or event in the community’s history. Many expressed
disappointment at the discontinuation of the 4th of July celebration and would like to see it return.
Lastly, community pride for the youth is evidenced by the availability of
community services. In particular, addressing the needs of the community’s
homeless population is of great concern to the youth. They see homeless
persons and evidence of their activities throughout the community. The
youth want to make sure that the unique needs of this group are being met.
Another community service that the youth discussed in detail was law
enforcement. Although the majority of the Heroes recognize that the
police provide an admirable service to the community and many have had
positive and supportive interactions with the police, they think it is
important to also be aware of the interactions that are negative and
unsupportive. Some youth feel that racial profiling is a common practice in
the community and that some persons are treated unfairly. This perception
diminishes their sense of pride in their community. An examination of
possible inequitable treatment is warranted.

Since school plays a large part in youths’ daily
lives, the education system was often a topic of
conversation. The Heroes had many ideas for
improving the current education climate and
specifics on the day-to-day occurrences at
school. They shared ideas relating to the
student relationships and interactions with
teachers and staff, their thoughts on the
curriculum and student preparation, and their
perceptions of peer interactions. In addition,
the youth had much to say about school lunches
and how they can be improved - particularly at
the elementary and junior high schools.
Unfortunately, some of the youth thought that the biggest issue at many schools was an underlying
attitude of distrust (and possibly even dislike) of students. They want to be welcomed and supported by
the adults that they see on a daily basis. They want the adults working at schools to truly like kids and to
want to be there to help them. They want to be met with smiling faces and helpful advice rather than an
adult who seems to assume that they must have done something wrong.

Students are very concerned that they receive the best education possible. They feel that due to budget
cutbacks and the focus on “No Child Left Behind” curriculum, some classes are no longer offered that they
think would be beneficial to them. In particular, elective courses that expose the students to different
subjects and potential career choices are not offered as often as the students would like. The students
also think that many of their classmates are not receiving adequate advising that would prepare them for
continuing their education beyond high school. Some Heroes think that all students in the West
Sacramento school system should fulfill the A-G requirements that are needed for college admissions. Even
though they may not currently think that they will want to continue on to college, completing these
requirements would keep their options open in the future.
The youth also discussed their interactions with other students at school. One of the things that most
students like about school is the opportunity to see their friends. Passing in the hallways, brief lunches and
seeing one another before and after school are the times when these interchanges currently take place.
The young people would like to see the school acknowledge and support their need for talking with their
friends by providing more time and places where these exchanges can take place.

Youth in West Sacramento have many things they
do for fun. The recreational interests and
activities of youth are varied and they look to
many different types of facilities and programs
to meet their interests. The youth discussions
focused on three main types of recreational
pursuits – those that are accommodated by
programs and classes, commercial-centered
activities and outdoor facilities. In all cases, the
youth had both good and bad things to say about
how their recreational needs were met and they
offered ideas for how the recreational interests
of youth can be addressed.
All the youth involved in the Youth Voices for Change effort participate in local programs. Some of these
programs, including the Sactown Heroes, have purposes beyond recreation, but recreation is one of their
benefits. These activities allow the youth opportunities to get together with friends and have fun. Some of
the programs are very specific to an individual’s particular interest such as dancing. These programs allow
youth to develop skills while also having a good time. The youth would like to see more opportunities made
available to youth in terms of affordability, frequency and location of these specialized programs. The
youth also note that the Collings Teen Center provides a valued venue for young persons for all types of
indoor recreation throughout the school year. The facility is centrally located, has interesting games and
equipment, supportive adult staff and abundant snacks. Unfortunately, the facility is closed in the summer –
a time when many youth are looking for fun things to do. The youth would like to see this program available
year-round.
During adolescence, many youth find their recreational outlet
in commercial settings. Walking around shops, sharing French
fries or watching movies are a few of the recreational
activities that youth engage in at commercial businesses. Shop
owners can either be welcoming of these activities, or they
can frown upon or forbid them. The opportunity to safely test
these adult behaviors by youth is needed and should be
accepted, or even encouraged, by merchants. Stores that are
welcoming to youth should be recognized and celebrated by
the community, and youth should be encouraged to respect and
appreciate the businesses.
Finally, outdoor facilities provide a place for youth to engage in more active recreational pursuits and to be
with nature. West Sacramento has many parks that are dispersed throughout the city, but most of these
parks have no facilities that are designed for teenagers. The parks contain play areas for small children and
benches for parents, but teen-oriented activities are limited to large play fields, basketball courts and one
skatepark. Youth, like the rest of the population, have varied interests – not all teens skateboard – and
parks need to accommodate different activities. Future park planning efforts could look at making parks
more friendly to teens by including oversized play equipment such as swings or water features for
cooling off during the summer months.

Healthy Youth/Healthy Regions is a collaborative partnership between the UC Davis Center
for Regional Change, Sierra Health Foundation and The California Endowment that
documents the connections between improvements in youth well-being and regional
prosperity and equity in the nine-county Sacramento Capital Region. Information generated
from this multi-disciplinary effort will support policymaking and advocacy efforts on behalf
of youth. Youth Voices for Change is one component of this initiative.
Youth Voices for Change is a community-based mapping project designed to help West
Sacramento youth communicate with adult decision makers about the neighborhood
conditions that affect their lives and their hopes for the future. Through the project, the
Sactown Heroes, a 15-member youth group affiliated with the West Sacramento Youth
Resource Coalition, collaborated with UC Davis scholars and artists to create a web-based
map featuring videos and photographs to share their experiences, opinions and ideas for
the future. The Heroes presented their media work and change recommendations to peers,
families, educators, policymakers and elected leaders at a public event held at West
Sacramento City Hall in June of 2009.
Youth Voices for Change offers young people an opportunity to be heard and to share their
thoughts with adults in the community and the region. This project offers a model of youth
engagement, influence and action for other regional communities and organizations.
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